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Abstract
Machine learning tasks such as optimizing the hyper-parameters of a model for a
new dataset or few-shot learning can be vastly accelerated if they are not done from
scratch for every new dataset, but carry over findings from previous runs. Meta-
learning makes use of features of a whole dataset such as its number of instances,
its number of predictors, the means of the predictors etc., so called meta-features,
dataset summary statistics or simply dataset characteristics, which so far have been
hand-crafted, often specifically for the task at hand. More recently, unsupervised
dataset encoding models based on variational auto-encoders have been successful
in learning such characteristics for the special case when all datasets follow the
same schema, but not beyond. In this paper we design a novel model, Dataset2Vec,
that is able to characterize datasets with a latent feature vector based on batches
and thus is able to generalize beyond datasets having the same schema to arbitrary
(tabular) datasets. To do so, we employ auxiliary learning tasks on batches of
datasets, esp. to distinguish batches from different datasets. We show empirically
that the meta-features collected from batches of similar datasets are concentrated
within a small area in the latent space, hence preserving similarity. We also show
that using the dataset characteristics learned by Dataset2Vec in a state-of-the-art
hyper-parameter optimization model outperforms the hand-crafted meta-features
that have been used in the hyper-parameter optimization literature so far. As a result,
we advance the current state-of-the-art results for hyper-parameter optimization.
1 Introduction
Meta-learning, or learning-to-learn is an important machine learning task that has gained an increasing
amount of interest over the past several years, particularly for its success in fast adaptation of new
domains in applications such as few-shot learning. Typical approaches for meta-learning focus on
learning generic internal representations of models which is suitable for several tasks. Little attention
has been given however for the meta-features learning problem, which aims at learning dataset
characteristics that can vastly accelerate cross-dataset task learning, for example hyper-parameter
optimization. One of the open challenges in meta-feature learning is that existing approaches focus
on datasets with similar schema.
Task-dependent meta-features can be found in distribution regression approaches, which are typically
achieved through kernel-based optimization techniques in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space [41,
19, 21, 2]. Recently, a permutation invariant set-based neural network approach [40] demonstrated
the applicabilty multiple instance learning in regression tasks, for example in estimating population
statistics, and mutli-label classification tasks. Task-independent meta-feature learning solutions also
exist, however one of the major drawbacks however is that these summarization techniques are bound
by the schema of the dataset, i.e. number of instances and number of features.
A dataset summarization technique that learns useful meta-features beyond a fixed schema should
meet the following criteria:
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• Criterion 1, Scalable: Estimates meta-features efficiently and quickly from unseen datasets.
• Criterion 2, Schema-agnostic: Provides descriptive embeddings regardless of the number of
features and sample size of the available data.
• Criterion 3, Preserves Datasets Similarities: Meta-features of datasets generated from the
same distribution should be closer to each other in the latent space than meta-features of
datasets generated from different distributions.
• Criterion 4, Supports Meta-tasks: Learnt meta-features must be expressive enough to be
employed in meta-tasks.
Main Contributions. Our contributions are as follows: (i) We investigate a model, Dataset2Vec
that is able to characterize datasets with a latent feature vector based on batches and thus is able to
generalize beyond datasets having the same schema to arbitrary (tabular) datasets. (ii) We employ
auxiliary learning tasks on batches of datasets, esp. to distinguish batches from different datasets.
(iii) In an experiment we show that using the dataset characteristics learned by Dataset2Vec in a
state-of-the-art hyper-parameter optimization model outperforms both, expert-crafted meta-features
as well as all hand-crafted meta-features that have been used in the hyper-parameter optimization
literature so far. (iv) As a result, we advance the current state-of-the-art results for hyper-parameter
optimization
2 Related Work
Meta-feature learning as a standalone task, to the best of our knowledge, is a new concept. In this
section we summarize some of the related topics and fields which surround our approach.
Dataset Summarization Techniques refer to approaches that extract suitable dataset information,
known as meta-features, which can be used for different machine learning tasks. Meta-features can be
represented as general dataset characteristics [7, 26, 29] or even as measures extracted from models
induced from training on the data [30, 11]. Meta-features can also be learned directly from the
data. The neural statistician (NS) [9] proposes an extension to the variational auto-encoder [16] that
models the latent distribution of the underlying generative process of each dataset, i.e. the item to be
encoded is the dataset itself. The instances of the same dataset are conditioned on a shared latent
variable, the context, which captures dataset-specific statistics. NS is improved upon by a hierarchical
latent variable model [14], that uses subsampling to construct a lower bound on set instead of the
complete data. Available techniques for meta-feature learning require vast amount of data and are
bound by a fixed schema of the dataset, unlike our approach that can accommodate any schema.
Meta-Learning or learning-to-learn is the process of learning a scalable internal representation
of a model that quickly adapts to new tasks [12] and has in the past several years attracted a lot
of attention, specifically for its performance on few-shot learning tasks [18, 13, 39]. Existing
approaches learn a generic initial model parameters through sampling tasks from a task-distribution
with an associated train-validation datasets. Even within this line of research we notice that learning
embeddings helps achieve state-of-the-art performance [28]. Meta-learning approaches result in
task-dependent meta-features, whereas we learn task-independent meta-features.
Multiple-Instance Learning encompass learning algorithms that take as input a sample population
for tasks such as regression [2, 25, 22] or classification [6]. More related to our work perhaps is the
method proposed by [21], that learns feature representations from distributions using kernel-based
optimization. Set-based end-to-end models for regression and classification [40] demonstrate good
performance on such tasks for fixed sized inputs. We propose a novel set-based architecture that
accepts variable-sized inputs.
Embedding and Metric Learning Approaches aim at learning semantic distance measures that
position similar high-dimensional observations within close proximity to each other on a manifold.
By transforming the data into embeddings, simple models can be trained to achieve significant
performance [31, 4]. Learning these embeddings involves optimizing a distance metric [33] and
making sure that local feature similarities are observed [42]. For our method, we train a pairwise
similarity objective that captures similarities and dissimilarities between datasets.
2
Hyper-parameter Optimization plays an important role in the machine learning community and
can be a main factor in deciding whether a trained model turns out to be the state-of-the-art or simply
moderate. The use of meta-features for this task has led to a significant improvement especially when
used for warm-start initialization of Bayesian optimization techniques based on Gaussian processes
[34, 20] or on neural networks [24]. Surrogate transfer in sequential model-based optimization
[15] is also improved with the use of meta-features as seen in the state-of-the-art [37] and similar
approaches [36, 3, 10]. We improve the state-of-the-art by replacing the hand-crafted dataset
meta-features with the learned meta-features.
In this work, we propose a novel meta-feature learning approach, Dataset2Vec, that learns expressive
latent characteristics of a dataset, by designing a novel permutation invariant set-based architecture
that extends beyond a fixed schema. We optimize the inter-dataset and intra-dataset similarities and
demonstrate the benefit of using the learned meta-features on meta-tasks, namely hyper-parameter
optimization.
3 The Meta-feature Learning Problem
A meta-learning problem is simply a supervised learning problem where the instances xn are
themselves datasets, i.e., given a sample of N pairs (xn, yn) from an unknown distribution p on a
space X × Y and a loss function ` : Y × Y → R to learn a model yˆ : X → Y such that the expected
loss on further samples E(x,y)∼p`(y, yˆ(x)) is minimal. The loss of most meta-learning problems
requires to solve a learning problem, hence the name meta-learning. To distinguish both problems,
we will call the former meta-problem and denote its components Xmeta,Ymeta, `meta. and the latter
target problem denote its components simply by X ,Y, `.
For example for the special meta-learning problem hyper-parameter optimization, the meta-target
yn is a hyper-parameter setting and the meta-loss ` the target validation loss of a target model trained
on a train partition of the dataset with these hyper-parameters. For the meta-learning problem few
shot learning, the meta-target yn is an initial parameter setting of the target model and the meta-loss
` the target validation loss of a target model trained on a few training samples (like 5 or 10) of the
dataset being initialized by those parameter setting.
Different from multi-instance learning the schema of the datasets xn may vary: some datasets
may have 10 predictors, others 10,000. To predict on a dataset xn, they are represented by some
dataset features (also called statistics or characteristics), e.g., the number of instances, the number of
predictors, the mean of the means of the predictors etc. These dataset features are a vector of fixed
size K that does not depend on the schema of the dataset. But meta-features also can be learned!
We define the meta-feature learning problem as follows: given a meta-learning problem and a
family of meta-feature-based meta-learning algorithms aK : (RK × Ymeta)∗ → maps(RK → Ymeta)
find a dataset embedding dimension K and a meta-feature extractor φˆ : Xmeta → RK such that the
meta-model trained by aK on the dataset features extracted by φˆ has minimal expected meta-loss.
4 The Meta-feature Extractor Dataset2Vec
Base meta-feature extractor architecture. For any specific dataset D ∈ Xmeta we denote its size
by ND, its dimensionality by MD, its number of targets by TD, its predictors by XD ∈ RND×MD
and its targets by Y D ∈ RND×TD . The meta-feature extractor φ takes the two matrices XD and
Y D as inputs. All meta-problems we are aware of, do not depend on the ordering of the instances,
the ordering of the predictors or the ordering of the targets within a dataset. Not having to learn
these independencies from data, we adopt an idea from DeepSet [40] to make the meta-feature
extractor permutation invariant in these regards. As on the other side, most meta-problems depend on
correlations between predictors and targets, we always kept a predictor and target cell each. The final
architecture of the meta-feature extractor thus is as follows:
φbase(D) := h
 1
MDTD
MD∑
m=1
TD∑
t=1
g
 1
ND
ND∑
n=1
f
(
XDn,m, Y
D
n,t
)
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Figure 1: Overview of the encoder network
with f : R2 → RKf , g : RKf → RKg and h : RKg → RK being three suitable functions,
represented by neural networks with Kf , Kg and K output units, respectively (see also Figure 1).
Batch Sampler. While some dataset characteristics such as the number of predictors and the number
of instances have to be computed on the whole dataset, most others such as (an estimate of) the
mean of the means of the predictors could be computed more efficiently from samples. Especially
for a learnt meta-feature extractor φ taking a dataset D ∈ Xmeta as a whole as input, is impractical
and does not scale well to larger datasets. We therefore propose to compute meta-features based on
batches from a dataset.
For any specific dataset D we define the batch for subsets N ′ ⊆ {1, . . . , ND},M ′ ⊆
{1, . . . ,MD}, T ′ ⊆ {1, . . . , TD} of instance, predictor and target indices simply by the pair (X ′, Y ′)
of respective submatrices, i.e.,
X ′ := (XDn,m)n∈N ′,m∈M ′ , Y
′ := (Y Dn,t)n∈N ′,t∈T ′
The batch sampler creates random index subsets N ′,M ′ and T ′ of a size drawn uniformly at random
from {2q|q ∈ [4, 8]}, [1,M ] and [1, T ], drawing indices uniformly at random without replacement,
Appendix B. Meta-features of a dataset D then are computed by averaging the meta-features of B
many random batches:
φ(D) :=
1
B
B∑
b=1
φbase(randombatch(D))
End-to-end Learning the Meta-feature Extractor. For any meta-task at hand such as hyper-
parameter optimization, the meta-feature extractor can be learnt end-to-end by simply concatenating
it with a meta-feature-based meta-model, for example also represented by a neural network:
yˆmeta := yˆmeta,mf ◦ φ : D → RK → Ymeta, yˆmeta,mf : RK → Ymeta
But most meta-learning datasets are small, rarely containing more than a couple of thousands or
10,000s of meta-instances, as each such meta-instance itself requires to run a target learning process.
Thus training a meta-feature extractor end-to-end directly, is not promising.
We propose to employ auxiliary meta-tasks with abundand data to extract meaningful meta-features,
esp. the meta-task to identify if two batches of data stem from the same dataset or not, where a batch
is a random sample of instances and predictors of a dataset.
The Batch Identification Problem. Given a sample of pairs of data set batches and same origin
indicator (x, x′, i) ∈ Xmeta ×Xmeta × {0, 1} from a joint distribution p, learn a batch identification
model iˆ : Xmeta ×Xmeta → {0, 1} with minimal expected misclassification error
E(x,x′,i)∼p(I(i 6= iˆ(x, x′)))
where I(true) := 1 and I(false) := 0. See Figure 2 for an illustration of such batch sample pairs.
To force all information relevant for the batch identification task to be pooled in the meta-features,
we use a very simple batch identification model:
iˆ(x, x′) := e−γ||φˆ(x)−φˆ(x
′)||
4
Figure 2: The batch sampler for the dataset identification problem: two subsets (colored) are sampled randomly
and assigned a similarity value of 1.
with γ as a tuneable hyper-parameter. We train our model using the binomial negative-log likelihood
objective function.
Dataset2Vec is trained on a large amount of batch samples from datasets in a meta-dataset, thus
currently does not use any information of the subsequent meta-problem to solve and thus is a generic,
in this sense unsupervised meta-feature extractor. Any other meta-task could be easily integrated into
Dataset2Vec by just learning them jointly in a multi-task setting, esp. a batch reconstruction similiar
to the dataset reconstruction of the NS [9] could be interesting, if one could figure out how to do this
across different schemata. We leave this for future work.
5 Experiments
We claim that for a dataset summarization technique to learn useful meta-features, it must meet the
following criteria: scalable (Criterion 1), schema-agnostic (Criterion 2), preserves dataset similarities
(Criterion 3), and supports meta-tasks (Criterion 4). We evaluate if Dataset2Vec supports these
claims by designing the following two experiments. Implementation can be found here1.
5.1 Batch Identification
We train our model by optimizing the distance between meta-features of pairs of subsets. For each
iteration we randomly sample equal number of positive and negative pairs. The reported results
represent the average of a 5-fold cross validation experiment Criterion 1.
Baselines
As mentioned earlier, NS [9] learns meta-features as context information by encoding complete
datasets with an extended variational autoencoder. However, since it is bound by a fixed dataset
schema, we generate a 2-D labeled synthetic dataset to train the spatial model presented by the
authors2. We use the same hyper-parameters used by the authors, considering that the we also
train on 2-dimensional meta dataset. The network architecture for Datset2Vec, implemented in in
Tensorflow [1], is described in Appendix A. NS and Dataset2Vec produce meta-features of size 64.
We also set the number random batches for dataset summarization B to 40.
Evaluation Metric
We evaluate the similarity between embeddings by means of pairwise classification accuracy with
a cut-off threshold of 12 . We set the hyper-parameter γ =
1
2 , for NS after tuning it on a separate
validation set, and keep γ = 1 for Dataset2Vec. We evaluate the pairwise classification accuracy over
16,000 pairs of batches containing equal number of postive and negative pairs.
UCI Meta Dataset
The UCI repository [8] contains a vast collection of datasets. We used 121 preprocessed classification
datasets 3 of different schemas, Criterion 2, to train the meta-feature extractor by randomly sampling
1https://github.com/hadijomaa/dataset2vec.git
2https://github.com/conormdurkan/neural-statistician.git
3http://www.bioinf.jku.at/people/klambauer/data_py.zip
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Figure 3: Projection of the latent representations estimated with Dataset2Vec on 3 distinct folds using multi-
dimension scaling (MDS) [5]. Each point is a summary statistic for a single dataset whose summary is obtained
as an average of 4 randomly sampled subsets.
pairs of subsets, Algorithm 1, along the number of instances, predictors, and targets. We achieve
pairwise classification accuracy of 77.58% ± 3.13. In Table 1, we show several groups of datasets
that have been collected by a 5-Nearest Neighbor based on the Dataset2Vec metafeatures. For the
lack of groundtruth similarity that assesses the similarity between batches, we find within every group
several datasets that are similarly named, and can be found in close proximity to each other.
Table 1: Groups of dataset based on the 5-Nearest Neighbors in the latent space
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
breast-cancer-wisc pittsburg-bridges-TYPE monks-2
breast-tissue pittsburg-bridges-MATERIAL monks-1
wall-following pittsburg-bridges-REL-L monks-3
echocardiogram pittsburg-bridges-T-OR-D lenses
credit-approval pittsburg-bridges-SPAN balloons
Toy Meta Dataset
We generate a collection of 10,000 2-D datasets each containing a varying number of samples. The
datasets are created using the sklearn library [23] and belong to either circles, moons with 2 classes,
or blobs with varying number of classes drawn uniformly at random within the bounds [2,8]. We also
perturb the data by applying random noise, Appendix C.
We randomly sample a fixed-size subset (200 samples) from every dataset for both approaches, to
ensure a fair comparison, and train until convergence. The perfomance of both models is summarized
in Table 2. The similarity preserving aspect, Criterion 3, of Dataset2Vec can be seen in Figure 3
which depicts a 2-D plot of the learned meta-features.
5.2 Hyper-parameter Optimization
The task of hyper-parameter optimization is to identify an optimal hyper-parameter configuration
λ∗ ∈ Λ that results in a model Mλ∗ , such that the generalization error on the validation set is
minimized:
λ∗ = arg minλ∈ΛL(A(Dtrain, λ), Dvalid), (1)
for a particular machine learning algorithm A : D × Λ → Q whose task is to estimate a model
Qλ ∈ Q, from the space of all models Q with hyper-parameters λ ∈ Λ, that optimizes an objective
function, for example a loss function L, over a data set distribution D ∈ D, where D is the set of all
data sets and Dtrain
⋂
Dvalid = ∅.
Another Dataset Description
Meta-features are commonly used to describe data sets, and are usually extracted as some statistics
from a dataset [3], nevertheless selecting task-specific meta-features can be quite challenging [17].
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Table 2: Dataset Classification Accuracy
Method Number of Parameters Pairwise Classification Accuracy (%)
NS [9] 2271402 58.75 ± 0.84
Dataset2Vec 50112 91.50 ± 0.27
T-test Significance (p-value) 0.00014
For hyper-parameter optimization, a new set of meta-features have been proposed, which achieve state-
of-the-art hyper-parameter tuning performance across several datasets [36]. We use 30 classification
datasets obtained from the support vectore machines (SVM) dataset originally introduced in [35].
The dataset was generated by training an SVM on a grid of 288 hyper-parameter configurations with
6 hyper-parameters. For more information about the dataset, we refer the readers to [35].
Baselines
The use of meta-features has led to significant performance improvement in hyper-parameter optimiza-
tion. We select the state-of-the art [36] and evaluate the effectiveness of our learned meta-features
compared to other characteristics, summarized in Table 3. We also compare with several well-known
baselines that vary in terms of complexity and scalability.
1. Independent Gaussian Process [32] (I-GP): In this approach, the surrogate is modeled by a
Gaussian process with a squared-exponential kernel and automatic relevance determination.
Hyper-parameter tuning is done on each data set independently.
2. Spearmint [32]: Similar to I-GP, the surrogate is modeled by a Gaussian process with a
Matérn 5/2 kernel.
3. Two-Stage Transfer Surrogate [36] (TST-R): As the name suggests, this approach models
the surrogate model in two stages and leverages similarity across data sets. Particularly,
in the first stage, a Gaussian process is trained as a surrogate model to estimate the hyper-
parameter response of a new data set as well as previous data sets. In the second stage the
surrogate models are averaged using normalized weights proportional to the similarity of
the new unseen data set meta-features. The code for TST-R is available here4.
Table 3: The list of all meta-features used for TST-R. NS is not appplicable as hyper-parameter optimization is
done across datasets with different schemas.
Method Name Count Description
TST-R (Original) 22 Hand-crafted meta-features used for hyper-parameter optimization [35]
TST-R (Expert) 90 Expert-crafted meta-features [27]
TST-R (D2V) 64 Our learned meta-features
I-GP and Spearmint cannot carry over information from previous experiments, i.e. on other data
sets, whereas TST-R is a strong baseline that leverages meta-knowledge to reconstruct a scalable
hyper-parameter response surface. It is worth-noting that the hand-crafted meta-features where
specifically designed for the task of hyper-parameter optimization. The expert-crafted meta-features
include a battery of summaries calculated as measures from information theory field [7], general
dataset features and statistical properties [26] which require completely labeled data. For more
information about meta-features, we refer the readers to [27].
Evaluation Metrics
We follow the evaluation metrics of the state-of-the-art papers [36]. For the average rank (AR), we
rank the performance of the best hyper-parameter configuration obtained by a tuning strategy with
respect to other methods and then average over all data sets. This highlights the difference between
4https://github.com/wistuba/TST.git
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Figure 4: TST-R (D2V) demonstrates competitive performance against hand- and expert-crafted meta-features.
This is indicative of the representational capacity of the learned meta-features in adequately representing the
dataset. For both plots, lower is better.
different approaches, however it does not offer insight into how well the selected hyper-parameters are
with respect to the global optimum. For that, we use the average distance to the minimum (ADTM)
as the second evaluation metric. After t trials, ADTM is defined as
ADTM((ΛDt )D∈D,D) =
1
|D|
∑
D∈D
min
λ∈ΛDt
f(D,λ)− f(D)min
f(D)max − f(D)min
with ΛDt as the set of hyper-parameters that have been selected by a hyper-parameter optimization
method for data set D in the first t trials and f(D)min, f(D)max the range of the loss function on the
hyper-parameter grid Λ under investigation.
Results and Discussion
The results reported estimated using a leave-one-dataset-out cross-validation and are the average
of ten repetitions. We notice that TST-R (Original) consistently outperforms I-GP and Spearmint,
which is indicative of the importance of meta-features for hyper-parameter optimization, and has
proven to outperform other hyper-parameter optimization approaches that make use of different
meta-features [3, 38]. Replacing hand-crafted features with our learnt representations, TST-R (D2V),
improves the overall performance as we achieve state-of-the-art ADTM across all baselines, Criterion
4. The learnt meta-features demonstrate competetive AR against expert-crafted meta-features as
well, while we observe the lowest (best) rank initially for large budget of 25 trials. Another added
advantage of TST-R (D2V) is that it does not require access to the whole dataset, unlike the rest of
the meta-features.
6 Conclusion
We present a meta-feature learning approach, Dataset2Vec, that learns distinctive task-independent
characteristics from datasets. Using meta-features learned for the batch identification problem
provides meta-features for datasets that do not depend on the meta-task to solve, e.g., the same
meta-features can be used for hyper-parameter optimization and few shot learning. It seems likely
that meta-features that are learned jointly with the meta-task at hand will turn out to focus on the
characteristics relevant for the meta-task and thus provide even better meta-losses, a direction of
further research we are currently investigating.
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Appendices
A Network Architecture
The proposed architecture for Dataset2Vec in constitutes of:
1. prepooling block representing function f contains a dense layer, a residual block with three dense
layers, followed by a final dense layer;
2. pooling block representing function g consists of two dense layers
3. postpooling block representing function h contains a dense layer, a residual block with three dense
layers, followed by a final dense layer.
All layers have Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activations. We use 64 units for all layers.
B Sample Batch Pairs
For any specific dataset D ∈ Xmeta we denote its size by ND , its dimensionality by MD , its number of targets
by TD , its predictors by XD ∈ RND×MD and its targets by Y D ∈ RND×TD .
Let p be any distribution on pairs of data set batches and a binary indicator if both batches stem from the same
data set (called same origin indicator), e.g., given a distribution of data sets pD:
Algorithm 1: sample-batch-pairs(pD)
Input :distribution over datasets pD
1 D ∼ pD
2 if unif([0, 1]) < 0.5 then
3 D′ ∼ pD
4 i := 0
5 else
6 D′ := D
7 i := 1
8 end
9 Ds := sample-batch(D)
10 D′s := sample-batch(D
′)
Return :(Ds, D′s, i)
Algorithm 2: sample-batch(D)
Input :Dataset D
1 N ′ ∼ {2q| ∼ [4, 8]}
2 M ′ ∼ [1,MD]
3 T ′ ∼ [1, TD]
4 X ′ := (XDn,m)n∈N ′,m∈M ′
5 Y ′ := (Y Dn,t)n∈N ′,t∈T ′
6 D′ := (X ′, Y ′)
Return :D′
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C Generating Synthetic Datasets
To generate the synthetic dataset, we use the sklearn-library [23] with the following commands:
sklearn.datasets.make_moons, sklearn.datasets.make_circles, and sklearn.datasets.make_blobs. We fix the
number of features M to 2 and apply Algorithm 3
Algorithm 3: generate-set(M)
Input :Number of Features M
1 random_state ∼ [0, 100]
2 number_of_instances ∼ {2q|q ∈ [11, 14]}
3 type_of_dataset ∼ {circles,blobs,moons}
4 X,Y := sklearn.datasets.make_type_of_dataset(number_of_instances, random_state,M)
5 if unif[0, 1] < 0.5 then
6 X := apply_noise(X)
7 end
Return :X,Y
Figure 5: Examples of dataset
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